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Henry the hexagonlived in Shapeville.

Henry loved being a regular hexagon. He

could show off to everyone that he had six

equal sides and six equal angles. He made

fun of the pentagons. He made funof the

squares. He madefunofthe triangles. He

even madefun of the circles. The other

shapes were getting sick and tired of

Henry’s boasting, so they decided to teach

~ him a lesson. '
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The other shapes went to go see the maths

crystal ball and askedif it could help. This

ball was very powerful and could do

anything. They told the ball that they wanted

to teach Henry a lesson. It told them thatit

would workits special shape magic to teach

Henry a very important lesson.
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The next day, Henry woke up and he was a

regular pentagon. Henry went out boasting

and making fun of all the other shapes. The

hexagonsstarted to laugh and made Henry

feel very bad. Henry realised that he

shouldn't let a few hexagons makehim feel

bad. He could still show off to everyonethat
he had five equal sidesandfive equal

angles. He made fun of the squares. He
madefun of the triangles. He even made fun

of the circles.

 



The next day, Henry woke up and he was a

square. Henry went out boasting and

making funof all the other shapes. The

hexagons and pentagonsstarted to laugh

and made Henryfeel very bad. Henry

realised that he shouldn't let a few hexagons

and pentagons make him feel bad. He could

still show off to everyone that he had four

equal sides and four equal angles. He made

fun ofthe triangles. He even madefun of the

circles.

 

The next day, Henry woke up and he wasan

equilateral triangle. Henry went out boasting

and making fun of all the other shapes. The

hexagons, pentagons and squaresstarted to
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Henry realised that he shouldn't let a few

hexagons, pentagons and squares make

him feel bad. He couldstill show off to

everyone that he had three equal sides and

three equal angles. He even madefun of

the circles.
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The next day, Henry woke up and he was
a circle. Henry went out boasting and

making fun ofall the other shapes.
Everyone started to laugh and started to

make Henry feel very very bad. Henry

realised that he shouldn't have boasted

and madefunof all the other shapes. He

decided to go apologiseto all the other

shapes. He said sorry to the pentagons
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He said sorry to the squares and they

forgave him. Hesaid sorry to the triangles

and they forgave him. He evensaid sorry to

the circles and they forgave him too. He

promised all of the shapes that he wouldn't

boast and make fun of them any more.

 

The next day, Henry woke up and he

was a hexagon again. Henry was very

happy. He wentout with his friends and

like he promised, didn’t boast or make

fun of the other shapes ever again.



 

   
  

Henry the

hexagonlived a

wonderful life in

shapeville, until

one day...

Everything

Changed.

 

  

    
 

    

 


